In an aging population, Alzheimer's disease (AD) is the number one enemy of quality living. Health professionals can fight AD more effectively by applying the wisdom of Nicolo Machiavelli, the great political philosopher of the Renaissance.
Role changes
When a son or a daughter takes on a new role -caring for a demented parent -this stricture of Machiavelli applies: "A prudent ruler cannot and should not observe faith when such observance is disadvantageous." This rule comes from Machiavelli's most famous treatise, The Prince, and means breaking the habit of automatically deferring to a parent's opinions and desires. Now that the child is "in charge," his or her word must be law.
The same rule applies to spouses taking care of a partner with AD. Statistics show that one-third of caregivers are spouses, many elderly and/or frail themselves. Behaving faithfully, according to former roles, is not effective. Wailing for the past, the "might have been," is futile and enervating. A key benefit of professional intervention is that the professional is ignorant of the patient's past achievements and performance. Such objective helpers can act positively on the basis of the patient's current status without resenting the losses.
When prudent professionals take charge, the patient can benefit greatly. Care will be more appropriate because the wise ruler will have explored all the options before taking action. Medical problems will be addressed rationally. The patient's environment will be modified to suit the major symptoms, e.g., wandering, sundowning, agitation, or erratic sleep patterns. Machiavelli has characterized the ideal leader as both a lion and a fox. It is the latter quality that prompts a leader to make clever use of lighting, exercise, and recreational activity to change day into night, or night into day, to help AD victims establish reasonable rest patterns.
Another bonus of professional care is relief from responsibility. Family members become more relaxed when they have found quality care, and so does the AD patient. In the early stages of AD, patients may feel anxiety over awareness of their old roles and responsibilities. In lucid moments they recall their former roles as parent, teacher, boss. They feel they should exert authority . . . should lead, and make decisions. But they can't remember the issue or which directions to give. Changing the role identifier may help reduce anxiety. Since we live in an increasingly informal, first-name society, calling onetime attorney Mr. Gerald Jones simply Jerry may help him forget the burden of his past role. Similarly, using the patient's given name, instead of the designations Mr. and Mrs., may reduce anxiety in the patient by helping reflect his or her basic self.
Staffing
When Machiavelli claimed that the state is best served by a civilian army, he meant that people with a stake in their own country-property, a career, friends and family-would fight hardest to protect their territory. He judged soldiers of fortune-those who go to the highest bidder-to be unreliable. While a prince could break faith if circumstances demanded it, those under his power were expected to keep faith at all times.
Long-term care facilities often pay low wages and retain a few abject and unpromising employees. Although institutions prohibit negative staff behavior, newspapers frequently print pictures of patients with bruises and complaints. The high number of lawsuits for abuse and neglect indicate that there is not enough monitoring of interactions between staff and patients. Even where patients are not pinched or pummeled, they may be treated like objects. Such psychological ostracism can be as damaging as violence.
The staff members who have the most contact with patients deserve as much training as a nation awards its civilian army-and just as much appreciation. They deserve to be trained not just in job skills but also attitudes. They need exercises in empathy and communication. They need to feel part of the total enterprise.
Machiavelli predated the union movement that pits employers against employees. But he set great store in the common soldier as a hard worker and a patriot. Modern facilities do not need to offer profit-sharing to show respect to employees; they can nurture a sense of belonging and partnership through other strategies. For instance, they can give bonuses for completion of career steps, can hold parties to celebrate a set number of weeks without absences, or can offer preferred parking spaces for "veteran" service. They can foster camaraderie with coworkers through "booster days," or by throwing events with costumes and music, or by distributing cheery notes throughout the building.
Performance in the military does not depend on pay scale, but relates more to faith in the mission, respect for leaders and peers, and personal virtue. In healthcare facilities, job success relates more to disposition than to staff position. Persons who are buoyant and kind keep residents and coworkers happy. The leaders in these same facilities who display virtu inspire loyalty by making cool-headed and practical responses to whatever fortune brings.
